
Electric LifterRhino™ Stand-up Lifter
P440/P445

RHINOTM Stand-Up patient Lifter is intended for use with weight-bearing patients as
well as those needing rehabilitation support. Built with powder coated carbon steel
constructed frame ensuring both the caregiver security and the patient peace of
mind during the transfer. State of the art electronic system, which includes emergency
lowering button in case of power outage. Accommodates all types of slings. 

FRAME COLOR IN: ANTIQUE WHITE

Emergency Operation Foot Pedal Design Emergency Lowering Button



Rhino™ Stand-up LifterP440/P445
STANDARD FEATURES

* Deluxe stand-up lift with powder coated carbon steel constructed frame.
* Low-profile base with 4 1/2” clearance allows the lift access under most long-term care beds.
* Equiped with twin 3” casters in front and 4” locking casters in rear.
* State of the art electronic system, which includes emergency lowering button.
* Quick remove battery pack easily charges overnight on wall-mounted charging station.
* Full travel height accommodates transfer to higher surfaces.
* New foot pedal design opens and closes the base legs with more ease and eliminates annoying 
adjustment with handle bar.

* Available with full electric power base or manuel foot pedal base.
* Accommodates all type of slings.
* Accommodates weights up to 360lbs.
* HCPCS Code: E0635

Electric Lifter

FRAME COLOR IN: ANTIQUE WHITE

•Designed for use as a wall charger.
• Fully charges battery pack in 4 hours.
• Automatic shut off when fully charged.
•Great for use as spare unit or as immediate replacement.

P141 Universal Stand Up Sling
Solid Fabric, Canvas holds 550 lbs.Adjusts in 3 sizes to fit most patients.

P151 Universal Sling with Headrest
Solid Fabric, Canvas holds 550 lbs.Adjusts in 3 sizes to fit most patients.

MODEL SLING BASE BASE BASE FORK WEIGHT PACKAGING
HEIGHT CLEARANCE WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT W/O SLING

P440 0” - 35” 4 1/2” 26” - 38” 41 1/2” 35” - 68 1/2” 109 lbs. 1 / CASE
P445 0” - 35” 4 1/2” 26” - 38” 41 1/2” 35” - 68 1/2” 121 lbs. 1 / CASE

External Charging Station PCHW1


